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Goals of this Session 

Encourage a biblical understanding and response 
to our culture.
1. Define terms and describe current cultural 

perspectives.
2. Developing biblical perspectives and attitudes 

about medications and those who use them.
3. Developing biblical perspectives and attitudes 

towards those who prescribe medication.
4. How do we respond when asked about the use 

of medications?
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Pharmaceuticals  are an Integral Part of the 
American Culture
• 1991 drug companies spent $55 million 
advertising drugs to consumers. In 2003 this 
increased more than 50-fold to over $3 billion. By 
‘99, the average American was exposed to 9 
prescription drug ads on TV/day; # of TV ads 
increased 40-fold from ’94-’03. (Overdosed 
America by John Abramson MD, page 81 & 152)

• In 2012, the pharmaceutical industry spent more 
than $24 billion on marketing to physicians & over 
$3 billion on advertising to consumers 

• 2013 sales of Abilify & Cymbalta > $11.3 billion1
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Defining Medicine and Its Purposes

Medicine or medications refer to any legally 
dispensed chemicals that are not natural to the 
human body.
• Emotional Problems
• Behavioral Problems
• Bi-Polar; Depression; Anxiety
• Eating Disorders; ADD/ADHD
• Schizophrenia; bizarre behaviors
The pharmaceutical industry addresses the same 
issues the Gospel does.
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Defining Biblical Soul-Care

• Gospel-centered, Christ-exalting, compassionate 
burden-bearing, through the sufficient Word of 
God, within the authority and structure of the local 
church empowered by the Holy Spirit and prayer.                  

• Biblical counseling is simply “soul-care” in the 
pursuit of the Great Commission (Mt. 28:19-20). 

• Evangelizing, equipping, and maturing followers 
of Jesus Christ (Eph. 4:11-16) 

• Progressive sanctification (change)
• Burden-bearing
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Who is Qualified to Give Medical Advice?

• Unless you are medically trained and functioning 
in a formal capacity as a licensed, medical 
practitioner, it is unethical and unwise practice 
medicine1. 

• If you are not a licensed, medical practitioner, it is 
unethical and unwise (and may be illegal) to offer 
We are called and equipped to give biblical 
counsel; 1) What to think/believe, 2) How to think 
and make decisions,  3) How to respond to life’s 
problems, including medical-issues. 
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Qualified to Understand the Sufferer
Purity – no sin, intimacy w/God
Peace-of heart/mind/soul, 

conscience
Pleasure-comfort-no pain/grief

Plans-always met-no 
disappointment

Personal relationships-no conflict

Provision-all needs met-no wants

Protection-perfect safety, justice

Two Spheres
Physical Spiritual
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Body

Disease

Pain

Decreasing abilities

Essence - that which exists eternally

Feelings

Understanding the Sufferer
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Understanding the Sufferer

Temptations, 
Responses

Trials



Physical/Medical and/or  Biblical/Spiritual?

• Complex, “psycho-somatic unity”
• Outer man, physical body, material
• Inner man, spiritual, immaterial
• The “line” between the material and immaterial is 
GRAY; therefore I cannot speak about this 
demarcation with authority. 

• We will dialog about the Bible tells me to THINK 
about our lives within the 
“Creation~Fall~Redemption-Glorification” motif.
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• Etiology is physical, external 
• Not a moral issue 
• Treatment by an expert

Medical
The Medical-Model and Biblical-Model

• Etiology is mental/physical, 
external 

• Not a moral issue
• Treatment by an expert

Mental

• Etiology is a Heart-issue; 
worship/sin

• Moral Issue; Responsible 
• Response – repentance, 

obedience, change

Spiritual



Medicine and Counseling

• Biblical counselors aren’t medically trained 
professionals and therefore do not offer medical 
advice. 

• Biblical counselors must defer decisions 
regarding the use of medication to the counselee 
and their physician(s). 

• Biblical counselors should encourage counselees 
to get a complete medical examination for 
empirical identification of etiologies to help in 
understanding psycho-somatic interactions.

• The counselor and counselee must think biblically 
about goals, cause and effect and 
responsibilities.
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Science, Medicine and Soul-Care

• Empirical Science must be 
• Predictable 
• Observable (using the 5 senses)
• Repeatable (testable and verifiable)

• A medical label generally describes the disease 
that affects emotions or behaviors. 

• Hypothyroidism – the thyroid gland fails to make 
enough thyroid hormone – symptom -
DEPRESSION
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Soft Science - Psychologies

• ‘psyche’ - of the soul   - ‘ology’ - the study 
• “In psychiatry, diagnoses are made on the basis 
of the behavior [thinking, beliefs, emotions] of the 
person, not the reason for the behavior.”[1]

• DSM labels are “based on a certain set of 
symptoms, not the cause of those 
symptoms”.[2]
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What is their epistemological basis? 
Subjective reports of the patient and subjective 
interpretations of the professional therapist 
compared to subjective descriptions of a 
constellation of symptoms



Why Use Medication?
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I’m 
depressed, 
I must 
have a 
chemical 
imbalance

I felt so 
much better

This really 
helped me, you 

should try it

“She reads her 
Bible, prays, 
goes to church; 
she’s spiritually 
healthy, it must 
be a chemical 
imbalance”



Chemical Imbalance

• Depression is caused by a chemical imbalance in 
the brain. It is a real disease and is characterized 
by three persistent factors. eHow.com 

• If you suspect your problem may be related to a 
chemical imbalance in your body, be evaluated by 
a qualified psychiatrist. Newlife.com re: anger
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Chemical Imbalance

• “Whatever the circumstances, depression is 
caused by an imbalance of certain chemicals in 
the brain. Normally, these “chemical messengers” 
help nerve cells communicate with one another 
by sending and receiving messages. They may 
also influence a person’s mood. In the case of 
depression, the available supply of the chemical 
messengers is low, so nerve cells can’t 
communicate effectively. This often results in 
symptoms of depression.”  [Taken from 
Lexapro.com’s website, May 1, 2009] 
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What is “Chemical Balance”?

• Before one determines “imbalance, one must 
determine what is “balanced”.

• Chemical balance has never been established.
• Chemical balance can only be measured 
empirically by autopsy.

• If chemical balance can’t be
known or measured empirically, 
how can one claim subjective
assessments of imbalance 
to be scientific?
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Lack of Evidence

I spent the 1st several years of my career doing 
full-time research on brain serotonin metabolism, 
but I never saw any convincing evidence that any 
psychiatric disorder, including depression, results 
from a deficiency of brain serotonin... 

...in fact, we cannot measure brain serotonin levels 
in living human beings so there is no way to test 
this theory”.  

Stanford psychiatrist David Burns
(emphasis added)
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If “Balance” is Determined…

• No empirical test available to measure
• “a serotonin deficiency for depression has never 
been found” (J. Glenmullen Prozac Backlash)

• How can we explain that placeboes can be at 
least as effective, if not more effective in treating 
depression than psychotropic drugs?
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Is it a Sin to take Medication?

The use of prescription medication is a multi-
faceted decision involving…
• Motivation (purpose, desire, goals)
• Conscience (what is not of faith is sin)
• Understanding where we “bank our hopes”

• In the power and purpose of a sovereign 
God?

• In the power and/or relief in the medication?
• It is not necessarily unwise, wrong or sinful to 
use medication to help alleviate suffering
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Practical Questions

• Do we recommend medicine?
• Do we recommend discontinuing medication?
• Do we counsel people on medication?
• How does this change our approach?
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“Do we recommend medicine?” 

No
We do not function as medical practitioners, even 
though some of our counselors may have 
medical training or licensing. We seek to give 
solely biblical advice … the need for medication 
should be determined by appropriately trained 
medical personnel with verifiable evidence of a 
need for medications in the patient’s physiology 
or condition.
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“Do we recommend discontinuing medication?” 

No
We do not function as medical practitioners, even 
though some of our counselors may have 
medical training or licensing. We seek to give 
solely biblical advice, therefore we refrain from 
recommending any use of or change in 
medication.

• We urge people to refrain from getting off 
medication without medical supervision  
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“In what areas would we recommend 
medicine?” 
None. We do not function as medical practitioners, 
even though some of our counselors may have 
medical training or licensing. We are not qualified 
to comment on or recommend the use of 
medications.

We seek to give give biblical counsel
1) What to think/believe, 
2) How to think and make decisions
3) How to respond to life’s problems, including 

medical-issues. 
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“In what areas would we recommend against 
medicine?” 
• None, we do not function as medical 
practitioners, even though some of our 
counselors may have medical training or 
licensing. 

• We seek to give biblical advice …
1) What to think/believe, 
2) How to think and make decisions
3) How to respond to life’s problems, including 

medical-issues. 
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“Will we counsel with someone who is on 
medicine?” 
• Absolutely
• At times some medications make the counseling 
process more difficult, but we rarely talk about 
medications

• Sometimes we will ask for a list of medications 
and dosages, so we can have a pharmacist 
analyze the interplay between medications.

• It’s also helpful for us to know how the side-
effects might hinder the counselee’s thinking, 
emotions, and responses.
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“What if someone is on medicine, how do we 
respond?” 
• Not any differently than with anyone else. 
• However sometimes the use of medications can 
impair thinking, comprehension and responses.

• This may hinder the counseling relationship and 
slow progress. This dynamic should have no 
negative effect on the counselor’s 
• love for the counselee
• attitude or opinions about the counselee
• commitment to the counselee in any way.
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Next Week & Beyond
• Next Week February 13th – NO CLASS!!!

• Beyond: February 20th – Ben Davidson
• Topic: God’s Purpose in Marriage



Creation ~ Fall
Adam & Eve enjoyed perfect… Rebellion’s Disruption

Purity – no sin, intimacy w/God Guilt, shame, fear, 
condemnation

Peace-of heart/mind/soul, 
conscience

Fear, confusion, regret

Pleasure-comfort-no pain/grief Pain, suffering

Plans-always met-no 
disappointment

Failure, disappointment

Personal relationships-no 
conflict

Isolation, rejection

Provision-all needs met-no 
wants

Loss, hardship, pain, 

Protection-perfect safety, justice Harm, injury, shame
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Creation~Fall~Redemption
• 16 ...he [Christ] died for all, that those who live might no 

longer live for themselves but for him who for their sake 
died and was raised. … 17 Therefore, if anyone is in 
Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed away; 
behold, the new has come. 18 All this is from God, who 
through Christ reconciled us to himself and gave us the 
ministry of reconciliation; 19 that is, in Christ God was 
reconciling the world to himself, not counting their 
trespasses against them, and entrusting to us the 
message of reconciliation. 20 Therefore, we are 
ambassadors for Christ, God making his appeal through 
us. We implore you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to 
God. 21 For our sake he made him to be sin who knew no 
sin, so that in him we might become the 
righteousness of God.        

2 Cor.5:16-21
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Epistemology

• the division of philosophy that investigates the nature and 
origin of knowledge. 
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Knowledge BeliefsTruth (Bible)



Another
“Counselor”
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Did God actually say?

God’s Word must not be 
enough to help me…

I must need more than what 
God has already revealed …

Did He tell 
us enough? 

Did He withhold
something we  need to 

know?



Epistemology

Wisdom of Men
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Wisdom of GOD

• The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge. (Pr.1:7)



Change Who?
(facets of humanity)

• Spiritual - will exist through eternity future 
• Emotional - like God experiences emotions
• Relational - like God relates to other people in fellowship
• Intellectual - like God, is rational; with a mind/heart that 

thinks, reasons, considers logically
• Volitional/Responsible - given commands, expected to 

respond in worship, relationships, work, obedience.
• Desires  (vs. instinct-driven) that long to be fulfilled. 

• We don’t always practice what we preach, but we 
always do want we want

• Physical being 
• Distinct from animals
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Change into What/Whom?

• To Worship God
• To Glorify God
• To Please God

• by living in fellowship with God
• To Work – (BEFORE THE FALL) for God-defined goals
A disciple who is progressively growing in fulfilling life’s 

purpose
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Creation~Fall~Redemption
• Why Change? Our Fallenness
• Why Counseling? The Bible, The Gospel, Redemption 

is our only hope!
• Change Whom? The Inner Man
• From What into What? Old Man to New Man
• How? Power of God, Holy Spirit, the Word of God
• Who Says? The WORD or the World
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